Abstract
The Experimental Design
The experimental design being considered was based on an experiment set out by a soil scientist which utilized six blocking and treatment factors in an intricate crossing and nesting arrangement. Display 1 illustrates the field plot layout, defines the classifying factors and provides a contrived set of response data labeled YIELD. The three treatment factors are IRRigation (drained, undrained), GYPsum (G+ for applied, G-for not applied) and previous crop (PC at F for fallow, P for perennial alfalfa, R for 3-year rotation of sesbania-wheat-sesbania, W for wheat). The function and meaning of the classifying factors REPlication, CB for column-block and RP for row-plot is evident within the plot plan upon recognizing spatial variability in soil characteristics.
Response data were generated by SAS with YIELD=RANNOR(1233479). My data are identical to those used by Johnson, enabling comparisons to be made with his analysis.
Johnson says the levels for IRR were randomly assigned. Note that IRR is fully confounded with REP and therefore the its main effects cannot be estimated independently from REP. Its interactions with other factors are estimable. Another peculiarity of the design is that GYP is applied to a strip having one-half PC-plot width and continuing across both REPs (See Display 2). While not commented upon by Johnson, such strip-wise application of a soil amendment occurs frequently in agriculture when it is applied by large heavy field equipment. PC was assigned to 4 x 4 latin squares located within REP.
Each of the several special features of this design by themselves pose no particular difficulty to the data analysis. Competent researchers can justify their use in many situations. This design becomes 'messy' only because so many special features are employed at one time and in such a way as to create numerous error terms.
Wilkinson Methodology
Wilkinson's methodology is explained fully in Heiberger (1989) , extending over 683 pages. I only consider the most obvious attributes here. The methodology requires the model specification to be made by two statements, one for the treatment structure (generally fixed effects) and one for the blocking and error structure (random). Calculations proceed sequentially by strata which are associated with each of the blocking and error terms (reps, blocks, whole-plots, split-plots, measurements, etc.). Individual treatment effects determined from the specification of the treatment structure are assigned algorithmically to appropriate strata.
The first step in the process is to perform a dummy analysis upon internally generated data, but applying the declared model and the treatment codes found in the data set. This dummy analysis determines capability to analyze the data set (ie., checks orthogonality) and develops the calculation scheme (or road map) which subsequently guides the actual analysis.
Calculations involve a sequence of sweeps, each producing estimates of modelterm effects (model fit) and their associated residuals, upon which sums-of-squares are calculated directly. Calculation dimension and data storage requirements are of order n, where n equals the number of observations. Data storage includes only effect estimates, residuals and associated factor-classify codes.
The Wilkinson approach to data storage and calculation can be contrasted with that used for the regression approach employed by SAS GLM. The latter focuses upon sums-of-squares and cross products which have dimension m x m/2, where m is determined by the number of indicator variables needed for the model, plus one for the dependent.
In the Wilkinson approach, orthogonality among strata and treatment effects are verified by reanalysis sweeps followed with a determination that sums-of-squares have zero value. Reanalysis with appropriate adjustments for design efficiency (determined from the set of classifying codes in conjunction with the stated model) also enables it to handle data from experiments set out as balanced incomplete blocks and designs employing partial confounding of treatment effects. Degrees of freedom for sums-of-squares are determined by an accounting algorithm (rather than submatrix-rank determination used by the regression approach).
The essence of Wilkinson methodology is its capability to develop ANOV As having correct separation of sums-of-squares and assignment of error mean squares to F-ratios for complicated experimental designs with many blocking and error terms and with a minimum of user effort in model specification. Computer memory requirements are minimal and operation is relatively rapid compared to the regression approach (measured in seconds rather than minutes). Statistical tests for the latter require explicit declaration when the model contains more than one error term. Alternatively, expected mean squares can be analyzed to construct appropriate F-ratios, as was used by Johnson.
One limitation of the Wilkinson methodology is the need for a design attribute called first-order balance (Wilkinson, 1970 and James and Wilkinson, 1971) . Regression-based methodology can handle strongly unbalanced data sets and is limited only by estimability requirements for declared treatment effects (based on rank of submatrices).
Symbolic Description of Factorial Models
MSUSTAT applies algorithm AS 65 (Rogers, 1973) implementing the symbolic description procedure proposed in Wilkinson and Rogers (1973) to interpret userentered model structural statements. Some operator symbols have been altered to bring closer agreement with the more familiar model statements for SAS. While all model specifications herein can be constructed by use of algebraic expressions applying only the operators + and * to factor names, I apply an extended subset of the available set to the problem at hand in order to clarify specifications. Defining A and B to be names of classifying factors, we have: 
Data Analysis

Approach to solution
Johnson's approach emphasized examination of the eight varying-sized experimental units, determination of the contrasts associated with the various treatment effects, enumeration of all terms in a single model statement and specification of which terms were random in another statement. From application of such, SAS procedure GLM produces output of an ANOVA showing naive F-ratios utilizing the residual as the denominator and then proceeds onward to develop Fratios for correct statistical tests by examination of expected mean squares.
The inherent orthogonality of various aspects of the design enables the analysis to be constructed by aggregating easily visualized components. In a sense I will attack the problem in a way similar to that used by the blind men in the familiar tale of their examination of an elephant. The first felt the trunk and concluded the elephant was like a snake while the second felt the four legs and concluded it was like a forest, etc. But upon successfully aggregating their several independent perceptions, they surely solved their problem in knowing much more about what an elephant is like.
I proceed by first viewing the design as a randomized complete block (RCB) for the factor GYP and produce the results in Display 2. Next, the design is expanded to a strip-plot upon inclusion of factor IRR to produce Display 3. Factor PC was laid out in two replications of a latin square with IRR confounded with REP (Display 4). Finally, I simply aggregate the orthogonal components from Displays 3 and 4 to produce the complete ANOVA in Display 5. Do I need to worry about any duplications of terms in the model statements? The possibility of non-orthogonality? Which error mean squares should be used as denominators when constructing Fratios to test which treatment effects? No! These are jobs for the Wilkinson methodology. And MSUST AT displays its solution within seconds so I can try alternate models rapidly.
Viewing GYP as being located within a ReB
An easy way to initiate thinking about the analysis is to blind oneself to all classifying factors assigned horizontally (IRR, REP, CB and PC) in the plot plan and concentrate upon those assigned vertically (GYP and PC). The readily apparent balance in the assignments for the two sets implies orthogonality. The four levels for RP can be viewed as indexing four blocks each containing two (strips) plots definable by RP*GYP to which the two levels of GYP have been randomly assigned. Stippled patterns illustrate this viewpoint in the plot plan of Display 2. In essence we see an ordinary RCB for which the computer need be told only about the blocking factor and the treatment factor. Specifically, prompts and user-responses (following the = symbol) in declaring the model for MSUSTAT are: MSUSTAT produces the ANOVA table appearing in the latter part of Display 2. The sum-of-squares for the units stratum (a residual) is related to the multiple measurements across the other classifying factors.
Viewing GYP IIRR as a strip-plot design
Upon enabling the blind man to see the physical layout for REP as well, and telling him that IRR was randomly assigned to an entire REP, he will note that REP and RP are crossed and that new smaller experimental units definable by REP*RP*GYP are nested within the earlier strip plots definable by RP*GYP. IRR also is stripped across all levels of RP and thereby GYP so I call this a strip-plot design. The model declaration expands to: Display 3 shows the essential elements of the layout highlighted with various shadings and the ANOVA produced. The statistical test for the main effect of GYP is identical to that in Display 2. A test for the IRR * GYP interaction is included but none can be provided for the IRR main effect due to confounding with REP.
Viewing PC IIRR as a replicated latin square
Another blind man sees only the assignment of PC to a pair of latin squares as illustrated in Display 4. He includes REP and RP in the blocking & error structure of the model to isolate their overall effects as well as (CB+ RP) nested within REP for their effects within each square. The experimental units over which PC was randomly assigned can be defined by REP*RP*CP after nesting within REP/(CB+ RP) and therefore specifies the error term for main effect PC and its interaction IRR *pc. The model declaration becomes: progress from Displays 2, 3 and 4 into 5. Also, MSUSTAT would tell you such and in fact refuse to analyze the data if they were not orthogonal.
Discussion and Conclusions
1.
MSUSTAT and GENSTAT directly display the ANOVA table with all F-ratios correctly calculated. SAS GLM (as run by Johnson) displays an interim ANOVA with correct SS but non-useable F-ratios based upon dividing by the residual. This output is followed by tables of statistics using the variance components to construct the correct tests.
2.
MSUSTAT requires defining a new factor named REP associated with the two halves of the plot plan across which IRR was randomized. It does not allow the same factor-effect to appear in both lines of the model statement.
GENSTAT is more forgiving and allows the use of IRR in both, but it gives warnings on partial aliasing in some potential models.
3.
MSUSTAT produced the finished ANOV A for Display 5 in under three seconds upon one page (running on a Zenith Z-386/20 with a math coprocessor). An equivalent analysis with GLM in SAS using the command file shown in Johnson but without calculations of least squares means required nearly three minutes and produced 150 pages from which the user must still construct a summarizing report or ANOV A with pertinent F-ratios. (Some of this output can possibly be avoided; I do not know how to turn it off.)
4.
MSUSTAT and GENSTAT provide missing value estimation capability with direct least squares minimization of residuals within each of the relative multiple strata. Tests generally remain only approximations of the desired tests due to non-consideration of the covariances generated by missing value estimation. Both use the procedure proposed by Healy and Westmacott (1956) with modifications producing faster convergence by Preece (1971) . SAS GLM would generally produce only approximately correct tests due to its minimizing only the residual from the model (a single error stratum).
5.
The accounting algorithms for determining DF used by MSUSTAT and GENSTAT can fail when a treatment effect is a full alias of another. For example, SAS through matrix manipulation, correctly obtains 12 DF for IRR*RP*PC (error C). MSUSTAT and GENSTAT obtain the correct sumof-squares but incorrectly assign 18 DF to IRR *RP*PC. My proposed model shows error C as the residual in the REP*RP*CB stratum and obtains the correct DF and sum-of-squares.
6.
Two of the error mean squares in the ANOV A of Display 5 have only three degrees of freedom. One may wish to ignore some aspects of the randomization and plot layout and in essence pool some of the strata in order to obtain an increase. The rapidity with which the Wilkinson method operates and the emphasis MSUST AT gives to graphics enables one to interact closely with their data analysis. Several alternate models can be tried in a short time, which may be both a good and bad feature!
About MSUSTAT
I developed MSUSTAT at Montana State University (MSU) in the mid 1970s to support on-campus instruction in statistical methods. While not its original goal, it quickly found considerable campus-wide use for simpler, smaller, balanced, more standard research data analysis. Most procedures considered in the text Statistical Methods by Snedecor and Cochran are included in its repertoire, plus some additional capability in multivariate, nonparametrics and attribute data analysis.
It was implemented upon microcomputers in 1982-3, somewhat earlier than good commercially distributed statistical software. For example, its availability preceded microcomputer-SAS about three years. MSUSTAT played a critical role in integrating microcomputers into the mainstream of agricultural research here at Montana State University.
While MSUSTAT has been given almost no promotion aimed at distribution off-campus, purchase requests from off-campus have continued at a quite steady rate over the years. Promotion has come from satisfied users and MSU students and staff telling others about it! Surprisingly, about one-half of our distributions are now made for use outside U.S. University staff receiving a temporary foreign assignment often take a copy with them, having confidence that MSUSTAT will always run on whatever (outdated) equipment they may find at the foreign station.
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